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Abstract 
Bell, M. and A. Chigogidze, Topological groups homeomorphic to products of discrete spaces, 
Topology and its Applications 53 (1993) 67-73. 
We give necessary and sufficient conditions for a topological group to be homeomorphic to a 
product of the form N” x D’, where K and r are infinite cardinals and N and D denote 
countable (infinite) and two-point discrete spaces respectively. These conditions are purely 
topological: (a) zero-dimensionality in the sense of dim: and (b) being an absolute extensor 
in the dimension zero (briefly, an AE(0) space). 
Keywords: Topological group; AE(O) space; O-soft map; r-spectrum. 
AMS CMOS) Subj. Class: 54C55, 22A05, 44F65, 54B35. 
1. Introduction 
A classical result of Pontriagin [7] asserts that each compact topological group 
can be expressed as the inverse limit of some transfinite inverse spectrum in which 
all short projections are continuous homomorphisms whose kernels are compact 
Lie groups (so-called Lie series). Haydon [6], while proving the coincidence of the 
classes of Dugundji compacta and AE(O) compacta, showed in fact that AE(0) 
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compacta are precisely those that admit a special spectral representation (so-called 
Haydon series). A simple comparison of these two results immediately shows that 
Haydon’s theorem is, in some sense, the analogue of Pontriagin’s theorem in the 
category of compacta and continuous maps between them. This comparison can be 
extended to yield a proof of the fact that each compact topological group is an 
AE(0) compactum. Later Shchepin [S], developing Haydon’s ideas, proved that 
every zero-dimensional, homogeneous with respect to character, AE(0) compactum 
of weight r > w is topologically the Cantor cube D’. The above results (together 
with the well-known [2] topological characterization of the usual Cantor set 0”) 
immediately show that each infinite zero-dimensional compact topological group is 
a corresponding power of the two-point discrete space D (see [5] for further 
discussion). Moreover, noting that each locally compact, Lindelof topological 
group is an AE(0) space in the sense of [4], similar arguments show that each 
uncountable, noncompact, locally compact, Lindelof, zero-dimensional topological 
group has the topological structure of the product N X D’ for some r & w (see 
Theorem 3.7 of [4]). Since each locally compact topological group is paracompact 
and each AE(0) space is ccc, we know that each locally compact AE(O) topological 
group is Lindelof. Thus, we know the complete topological structure of all locally 
compact, zero-dimensional, AE(0) topological groups. Our main result (Theorem 
3.4) uses the general theory of noncompact AE(0) spaces, developed by the second 
author, to give a complete answer to the naturally arising problem: What is the 
topological structure of nonlocally compact, strongly zero-dimensional, AE(0) 
topological groups? 
2. Preliminaries 
All spaces we consider are Tychonov and all maps are continuous. We use the 
notations D, N, and R for the two-point discrete space, the space of natural 
numbers, and the space of real numbers respectively. The general concepts of 
AE(0) spaces and O-soft maps for noncompact spaces were defined in [41. In the 
present paper we consider only strongly zero-dimensional AE(0) spaces (i.e., 
zero-dimensional in the sense of dim). In this case the definition is simple: these 
are precisely retracts of powers of N. 
The standard notation for inverse spectra we use is as follows: 9 = 1X,, pf, A); 
in this case p, : lim 9 -+ X, denotes the corresponding limit projection. A T-spec- 
trum Y is a continuous spectrum in which the directed set A is +r-complete and 
each of the spaces X,, (Y E A, has weight G 7. A spectrum is factorizing if for 
each map f : lim 9 + R there exist (Y E A and a map f, : X, + R such that 
f=f,p,. If f:X+Y and g:X+Z then fAg:X+YxZ denotes the diagonal 
map, i.e., fAg(x) = (f(x), g(x)). All other definitions and results concerning 
inverse spectra (in particular Shchepin’s spectral theorem) we use can be found in 
Bl. 
Finally, we define the following two cardinal ~nvar~ants: ~-~~~~~~ afX R-~(X~~ 
is defined as the least infinite cardinal T such that X admits a C-embedding into 
R”; k(X) is the Least infinite cardinal T such that X contains a compact subspace 
K whose pseudocha~acter in X, JI(K, X), is r. 
3. The main resdt and the femmas 
Lemma 3.1. ter h GGS ut. Each strongly ~ero~dime~sia~ai AEtO> to~~lo~~c~~ group of 
weight T > h is ~s~rno~hic to the limit of some factorizing h-spectrum P= {X,, pf, 
A} all spaces of which are strongly zero-dimensional AE(0) topological groups of 
weights A artd all ~ro~ectio~~ of which are O-SC@ ~~rnorno~~~~~rns. 
Proof: We can suppose that X is embedded in N’ and there exists a retraction 
r : N” +X. Denote by exp,~ the partially ordered (in the natural sense> set of all 
subsets of r having ca~dina~ity less than or equal to h. For each cy E expP denote 
by X, the space cl,,,,frr,(X)), where n;, : N’ +Na is the natural projection onto 
the corresponding subproduct. For each pair cy, p E exp,r with cz G /3 we denote 
p: : XP -+X, the restriction nt 1 X,, where rt : NP -+ N” is again a natural 
projection. ft is easy to see that 9, = (X,, pt, elrppf is a A-spectrum and X is 
homeomorphic to Iim Yr,. 
Now we wish to use Shchepin’s spectral theorem for factorizing A-spectra. But 
it is impossible to do this directly because he considered only spectra with 
surjective limit projections and, in general, in our case the limit projections 
pS : X --+ X, are not surjective. Let us show in this connection that there is a cofinal 
and closed subset A of exp,r such that for each LY E A there exists a continuous 
map r, : N” -+X, such that p,r = r,~~. For consider the following relation R C 
(exp,7Y: 
R = {(a, j3) E (exp,~)‘: ff~~andthereis~rna~r~:~~jX~ 
such that p,r = r$r@] h 
If c*‘ E exp,r the space X, has a weight SG h and hence the composition p,r : N’ 
-+X& depends on h many coordinates. Consequently we can find an index 
/3 E exp~ with p &a and a map I$ : IV@ -+XcI such that p,r = rtTD. This proves 
the existence condition of Fropos~tion 1.3 of @I. The cIosure and majoring 
conditions are obviously satisfied. Hence, by that ~ro~os~t~on ~form~~at~d for
h-complete sets), we can conclude that the set A of those ty E exp,r for which (a, 
(u) E R is cofinaf and closed in expP, But if (cu, a> ER then we have a map 
r, = r,” : N” -+XLu such that par = r,ra. I& x, be an arbitrary point of TJX) c 
X,. Then there exists a point x EX such that TJ-Jx) =x,. Consequently n, = 
rr,fxI = ~s,r(x) -p&x) = r,rr,(x> = r&J. This means that rr,(X) is a retract of 
N”. Consequently nJX> is closed in N” and hence rr,(X) = X,. This implies that 
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for each rr EA, r, : N” --+ X, is a retraction and X, is a strongly zero-dimensional 
MS(O) space of weight h. Since P$“r~ @ = p:r, for each pair fa, @) EA2 with a: G $3, 
it is easy to see that 17: : X, -+X, is an open surjection, indeed pt is O-soft siace 
V! is O-soft. We mention that the reader can, in this special case, directly verify 
the two facts about pt being O-soft that we use. Namely, that fibres of a,P are 
retracts of Ngmcu and hence are AE@) spaces, and that for each x “X, there is a 
section 1’: X, + rip swh that J$ = idxtr and ~~~~~~~~ =x. 
Now fet us show that the spectrum .Y= (X,, pz, .P$ contains a large subspec- 
trum consisting of topological groups and homomor~hisms~ Were we use our 
assumption that X is a topoIogica1 group. This means that we have a continuous 
operation of multiplication on X, say t : X XX -+ AT. CIearly XXX is rbe limit 
space of the s~e~trurn Fx~‘= fX, X X,, pt Xpt, A). These two h-spectra 22’ 
and 9 XY have open surjective projections, hence are fa~tori~~~g~ by Proposi- 
tions 1.7 and 1.8 of I$]. Consequent&+ we can appIy Shchepin’s spectrai theorem to 
these spectra and the map t. Then we get a cofinal and closed subset 23 of A such 
that for each ar E B we will have a continuous map t, : X, XX, -+X, such that 
pp,t = t(p, xp,). Now we can define a continuous operation of muhiplication on 
X,, ty E B, as follows: x, mya = tJx,* y,), whenever (x,, yJ f X, XX,, CIearIy 
Xt,, cy f B, becomes a topological group with respect to this operation. Moreover, 
for all rr, p EB with LY G p the projection &: X, -+X, becomes a homomor- 
phism with respect to these. defined operations. Cl 
We need abo the following two simple propositions. 
Proof. Since p is O-soft and dim Y= 0 there exists a continuous map i : Y-+X 
such that pi = id, and if+) = e, (e, and ex denote neutral elements of the 
groups Y and X respectively). Define a homeomor~hisms h : Y x ker p -+ X by the 
formula: h( y, a) = i(y) * a, whenever OJ, a) E Y x ker p (* denotes the multiplica- 
tion operation of the group X1. Clearly ph = 7~~. The lemma is proved. U 
Prwf, Since any zero-dimensional ~~rn~~e~e~~ metrizabIe separable space caa be 
considered as a closed subspace of the space N” we conclude that the iemma is 
true for I = o. Consider now a strongly zero-dimensiona space Y of R-weight 
r > w. ~bvious~y VX (the Hewitt rea~~om~a~ti~~atio~ of X3 is strongly zero-di- 
rne~sio~a~ and has the same R-weight as X. By f3], VX can be re~rese~ted as the 
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limit space of some factorizing w-spectrum y= (Y,, pf, A) consisting of zero-di- 
mensional completely metrizable separable spaces. Since 9 is factorizing it is easy 
to conclude that VX is C-embedded (and closed) in the product ll(Y,: CY GA). The 
last product can be C-embedded into N’ (since each Y, can be embedded into N” 
as a closed subspace and I A I = 7). Consequently X can be C-embedded into N’. 
The lemma is proved. q . 
Theorem 3.4. Let X be a nonlocally compact, strongly zero-dimensional, AE(0) 
topological group. Then X is homeomorphic to the product NkcX’ x Dwcx). 
Proof. We consider two cases separately. 
Case 1: k(X) = w(X). We use a transfinite induction. The starting point of the 
induction (i.e., the case k(X) = w(X) = w> is trivial because topologically X is a 
zero-dimensional, completely metrizable, separable space without open compact 
subspaces. Consequently, by the well-known theorem of Alexandrov and Urysohn 
[l], X is homeomorphic to the space of irrationals N” = N” x D”. So we can 
suppose that in Case 1 our theorem is true for all spaces of weights A where 
w G A < 7, and consider a strongly zero-dimensional AE(0) topological group X 
with k(X) = w(X) = 7. To prove that X is homeomorphic to N’ X D’ = N’ we 
can use a topological characterization of the last space. More formally, the 
condition (3) of Theorem 7.1 of [41 translated into spectral language says that is 
suffices to show the following: Consider any strongly zero-dimensional space Y of 
R-weight A < r (without loss of generality we can suppose that A &WI, fix an 
arbitrary map f : Y + X, fix a factorizing A-spectrum 9 = (X,, pi, A} satisfying 
the conditions of Lemma 3.1, and any index (Y EA. Our goal is to prove the 
existence of a C-embedding g : Y + X such that p,f =p,g. Now let us find an 
index p E A with p > (Y such that the projection pf : X6 -+X, of the spectrum 9 
is (topologically) a trivial bundle with fiber N”. Put (Y,, = (Y. Since the weight of X,,, 
is strictly less than the weight of X we can conclude that the fiber ker pa,, (i.e., the 
inverse image p&l(e,,,) where e,() denotes the neutral element of the topological 
group XJ is noncompact (otherwise we will have k(X) G $(ker p,,, X) G +(eaO, 
Xu,> < A < T = w(X) which contradicts our assumption k(X) = w(X)>. Then we 
can choose an index (Y, E A with (Y, > (Y” such that ker p,“l; is noncompact. 
Suppose now that for every ordinal y with y < 6, where 6 <A, we have already 
chosen indexes CY,, EA in such a way that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(a> if I_L < v < 6, then (Y~ <a,,; 
(b) if v is a limit ordinal, then (Y, = sup{a,: p < v}; 
(c) the fiber ker pz; is noncompact whenever p < v < 6. 
Now we construct an mdex (Ye with the desired properties. If 6 is a limit ordinal 
then we put CY~ = supIa,: y < S}. By the inequality 6 <A and A-completeness of 
the index set A of our spectrum y we have (Ye E A. If 6 = y + 1 the index (Ye can 
be constructed precisely in the same way as the index (Y,. Now consider /3 = sup{a,: 
y < A) and note that p E A. Consider the well-ordered spectrum 9’ = (X,, pz;+~, 
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A}. Continuity of the spectrum 9 implies that the limit space of the spectrum y’ 
is naturally isomorphic to the topological group XP and the limit projection lim 
9’ + Xa,, =X, is isomorphic to the projection pf : Xp +X, of the spectrum 9. 
By Lemma 3.2, pt is topologically a trivial bundle with the fiber kerpt, i.e., there 
exists a homeomorphism h, : X, X kerpt +XP such that p,Ph, = T,, where 
rri : X, X ker pi + X, denotes the natural projection. It follows from the proper- 
ties of the spectrum y that kerpf is a strongly zero-dimensional AE(0) topologi- 
cal group. By the construction of the index p, we conclude immediately that 
k(ker p,P> = w(ker pf) = A. Consequently, by the inductive hypothesis, kerpi is 
homeomorphic as a topological space to N “. Thus by Lemma 3.3 there exists a 
C-embedding j: Y + kerpt. Let gp = hp(pafA j). Obviously gp : Y + XP is a C- 
embedding such that pigP =p, f. Choose an arbitrary section i : XP +X of the 
O-soft limit projection pp : X + XP of the spectrum 9 (this means that p,i = idxD). 
Then the composition g = igP : Y + X is the desired C-embedding of Y into X. 
This completes the verification of the above-mentioned condition, and so X is 
homeomorphic to N’. Thus the proof of Case 1 is complete. 
Case 2: k(X) < w(X). Since by our assumption X is nonlocally compact we can 
suppose that w G k(X) < w(X) = T. Fix a factorizing A-spectrum (where A = k(X)) 
9 = IX,, pt, A} satisfying the conditions of Lemma 3.1. Choose a compact 
subspace K LX such that I,!I(K, X) = A. Without loss of generality we can suppose 
that e E K where e is the neutral element of the group X. Since 9 is a factorizing 
A-spectrum and (CI(K, X) = A there exists an index (Y EA and a compact subspace 
K, LX, such that p;l(K,) = K. Consequently kerp, is homeomorphic to the 
Cantor cube D’. By Lemma 3.2 the limit projection p, : X+X, is topologically 
the natural projection rTT1 : X, X D’ +X,. 
Consequently k(X,) = w(X,) = A (otherwise we would get k(X) < A, a contra- 
diction). But X, is a strongly zero-dimensional AE(0) topological group. Thus as 
was proved in Case 1, X, is homeomorphic to NA. Thus X is homeomorphic to 
the product N” x II’. The theorem is proved. 0 
4. Concluding remarks 
In the light of Shchepin’s characterization theorem mentioned in the introduc- 
tion it seems very natural to ask whether it is possible to weaken the existence of a 
group structure in Theorem 3.4 to topological homogeneity. In other words, the 
following problem remains unsolved. 
Problem 4.1. Is it true that for T > w every topologically homogeneous retract of 
N’ can be represented as a product of countable (finite or infinite) discrete 
spaces? 
Of course, infinite powers of D are in some sense basic spaces for the whole 
theory of AE(0) compacta (more generally, for the theory of dyadic compacta). In 
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the nonlocally compact case we have the analogous objects as well-infinite 
powers of N-and the problem of their topological characterization arises natu- 
rally. Such a characterization was found in [4]. Though it has a somewhat 
complicated form, it should be emphasized that in some cases (particularly, in the 
proof of Theorem 3.4) it works well. Nevertheless, we feel that the following 
problem which closely relates to the above question should have a positive 
solution. 
Problem 4.2. Let T > w and let X be a retract of N’ of weight 7. Suppose that for 
each compacturn K in X the equality $(K, X> = 7 holds. Is it true that X= N’? 
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